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LE-muSR Study of the Meissner state. New Results
on an Old Problem.
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TheMeissner state (MS) is the state with the most pronounced superconducting properties. Therefore, knowl-
edge and understanding properties of the MS is a necessary condition to understand and predict properties
of all other states of all superconductors. The standard interpretation of the MS is based on the theory of F.
and H. London, with minor modifications adopted in the Ginzburg-Landau and Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer
theories. Londons’theory rests on three postulates: (i) the magnetic permeability µ and dielectric permittiv-
ity ε are equal to unity; (ii) the induction B and, consequently, the intensity H(= B/µ) of the magnetic
field is zero; and (iii) the penetration depth λ is independent of the applied field H0. Quite long-ago, using
thermodynamic considerations, H. London showed that λ must depend on H0. The first application of Pip-
pard’s microwave resonator technique was to verify this statement. Pippard found a weak increase of λ vs
H0 nonmonotonically changing with temperature, and concluded that λ can be viewed as independent ofH0.
This result was (and still is) regarded as a confirmation of the London theory (F. London, 1950). However,
the standard diagram of the Abrikosov vortices suggests that λ strongly decreases with the field. Soon after
Pippard’s experiment, Shoenberg noted that Londons’theory conflicts with the law of energy conservation.
Besides, Londons’postulate µ = ε = 1 implies that the electromagnetic properties of superconductors are
identical to those of vacuum. To sort out with these and other fundamental issues in the MS interpretation,
we launched the LE-µSR project aimed at measuring the field dependence of the induction profile near the
surface of high-quality type-I and type-II superconductors in the MS.The entire profile (fromB = H0 to zero)
was measured for the first time. The results obtained to date and the challenges we are encountering in this
investigation will be reported.
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